The Band Parents'
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Breaking down the "how", "what",
and "why" of marching adjudication
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To borrow and adapt from author and management
guru Peter Drucker:
“What Gets Measured Gets IMPROVED…”
Lots of music programs have competed for so long, that often the reason
for competing is overlooked or possibly forgotten. When a new director is
hired for a position, often times the principal and the administration is
looking for, at the very least, to keep some sort of status quo with the
program. If a band actively competed in local and regional competition,
there is often an expectation to continue that path.
Referencing the quotation above - Competing is the act of shining a light
on the things an ensemble do while subjecting a product of effort to an
objective 3rd party measurement scale. It then becomes possible to
begin to assess the quality of that product, and find ways to improve the
product in future.
This article is written for parents and fans of the competitive marching
activities, such as marching band, indoor color guard and drumline,
twirling, drill team, etc. The question on whether it is or isn’t a good ideal
to compete is probably best left for another article, but we’ll assume that
as long as you’re reading this far, you’re trying to get a better
understanding of how judging works in these activities.

“Competitive performance
opportunities promote and assist in
the educational development of
students, motivating them to reach
for and achieve higher standards and
a greater potential.”
Kelsey Troxell
Director of Color Guard & Twirlers
Glendale Junior/Senior High School

Why do directors and educators take bands
to festivals and to competitions?
From the educator’s point of view, the feedback is often “The judges
aren’t telling us anything we don’t already know, but it’s simply
DIFFERENT coming from someone outside of the organization.”
There are a few reasons why adjudicated competitions and festivals are
beneficial:
They create “arrival points” for performing progress.
The season may seem to fly by, but to the kids and performers involved,
it’s never-ending or it at least seems like it is. Competitions break up the
drudgery and allow for benchmarking for progress.
They increase accountability
There is nothing more motivating to the individual performer than the
reality of stepping onto a performance field or auditorium knowing that a
panel of judges will be making a critical judgement of their progress.
Show productions tend to develop faster, and groups seem to accelerate
progress knowing that there is accountability in 3rd party examination.
They foster “teambuilding” and create a memorable shared
experience
Sharing the experience with co-performers galvanizes the team
element of the activity. Putting the ensemble forward into an adjudicated
situation certainly poses risks, but those risks, when shared together,
somehow makes it “safer” as a unifying experience.

Why do directors and educators take bands
to festivals and to competitions? (cont.)
Adjudication injects objective 3rd party input into the educational
process
Inviting judges to critically analyze the show design and repertoire
allows impartiality into the creative and educational process.
The most compelling reason is that when students, staff, and educators
know that they will be “judged” it heightens the stakes, allowing for what
some believe to be more progress, growth, and development in a shorter
amount of time.

Possible "downsides" to competing?
There are a few reasons why adjudicated competitions and festivals
might not be a great fit:
Newer or developing ensembles can be placed at a disadvantage,
although many circuits have “A” divisions or novice categories
Most competition circuits allow for newer or developing groups to
compete in a “gentler” environment, or even in judged-exhibition. The
experience of getting out in front of an audience with judges providing
some educational feedback is valuable and can often be a growth
catalyst for the next step.
Emphasis on scoring or placement can sometimes overshadow
actual achievement
Some groups can fall into the trap of putting too much emphasis on the
score or placement earned, rather than the actual performance. If a group
turns in a rough performance on a given date, but still places first with a

higher score than previously recorded, it takes a very focused educator to
get kids focused on the work that needs to be done.
Placing all the eggs in the competitive basket can be a negative
experience for some
Any judged event is open to human or judges interpretation. Most of
the time the humans involved get it “right” but sometimes the outcome
can be debatable. Saavy directors and educators will keep performers
focused inward on their commitment to excellence and “maxxing” out
their production over the course of a season. Even a 4th place group can
be wildly successful when they focus on the idea of taking their
production as far as the season allows them to.

Who are the judges?

Competition judges are often current or former music educators with
backgrounds in the design and instruction of the marching or
performing activity in which they are judging. These professionals are
often in it just for the love of the activity and are often paid little for their
time and travel.
Festival and competition adjudication is often a difficult task as it can be
pressure-filled and subjective, and with any competition there are
winners and losers. Educators and adjudicators are most often adept at
keeping a professional air towards post-show critique meetings.
A good judge will not only be obsessed with putting the right groups in
the right ranking order with the appropriate point spreads, but they will
also be very careful with their running recorded critique. If you watch
closely, judges will be most likely speaking into a digital recorder or
headset while viewing the program, recording comments, observations,
recognition and feedback for directors, designers, staff, and in some
settings, students. It is for this reason that the circuits and judges
associations that provide the assigned judges at contests must
continually screen, develop, and sometimes resign judges as needed.

Who are the judges? (cont.)
Judging assignments are often coordinated by the circuit’s caption
coordinator, and in many cases dual judges on the same caption will
have differing backgrounds if possible (2 GE Music judges will have both
winds or percussion backgrounds, or 2 GE Visual judges will have a
musician paired with a color guard specialist). Some regions of the
United States experience shortages of qualified judges, but circuits are
constantly developing their judging base to meet the needs of the
numbers of shows they support.

A judge's job
The actual “JOB” of a judge is perhaps the most misunderstood part of
the process. To many, they simply see the competition being decided by
the judges, but there’s a great deal more than goes into the process.
Contrary to what most people believe, the judges do not actually pick the
winner (the tabulator actually does the math). The judges are simply
adjudicating within an assigned “caption” against a written set of
performance criteria provided by the circuit.

"Performing at a competition is both
exciting and terrifying at the same time. It's
exciting because the kids will be performing
for some huge crowds. At the same time
the act of allowing external judges to assign
value in the form of scores to something
artistic can be terrifying, as a small group of
professionals grade our kids based on a
short 10 minute show - it all needs to be put
into perspective..."

On the back of each judging sheet is a published rubric that contains
specific criteria that has been developed, reviewed, and approved by the
competition circuit. Judges are continually trained and briefed on any
updates, and in many (if not all) cases that criteria is decided on by the
circuit membership. The rubric changes according to the “caption”
which is the subcategory that judge is assigned to:

For this example, we’ll use Bands of America’s sheets:

Some of these judges (Individual Music and Visual) will be visible to
you on the field or close to the front sideline in the context of a football
field. The additional judges you may see on or about the sideline
could be timing/tabulator, chief judge, special caption judges for
percussion, color guard, brass/woodwinds, drum major, etc.

The judges’ primary responsibility is to RANK and RATE the
competing ensembles.
They arrive at these conclusions by observing, which informs their
reaction/impression.
They then analyze the performance according to the criteria, and
then they form a comparison between the performance and where
it belongs on their sheet’s criteria.

The typical categories for judging layouts often involve judging on 3
levels:
Individual Performance - these judges are often sampling and assessing
small groups of performers (close to the field of performance) looking for
individual uniformity, adherence to stylistic and interpretation elements,
and smaller, nuanced aspects of the repertoire and its performance.
Ensemble Performance - these judges are usually near or in the press
box, and are looking for similar elements as their Individual Performance
colleagues, however their location puts an emphasis on the “bigger
picture” of the performance.
General Effect - these press-box judges perhaps have the most difficult
job in terms of analyzing how the performance communicates broadly to
the audience. These judges are looking for the more interpretive and
artistic aspects of the production to carry through, and are looking for
moments that create high emotion and expression.

Using the example sheet above for Bands of America - General Effect (GE)
Music, the judge would first need to figure out which of the 5 horizontal
box categories the group belongs for the criteria above. Those 5 boxes
are SIGNIFICANT, as the low, middle and high areas of that box will
determine the numerical value assigned by the judge.
If you read closely, you’ll see a trend that will carry onto the other caption
sheets - the left side sums up WHAT the performer is being asked to
perform, and the right side captures HOW well the performer
accomplishes the repertoire. This is an over-simplification, but on a
general level it covers most judging scenarios.
Some circuits will average multiple judges to arrive at a score, and others
will double the judging panel at important competitions to further ensure
objective comparisons.

Special caption awards often follow a similar criteria format to the one
above, and the judges often award a score (although some circuits
informally just ask a judge to select a single “winner”). This score that is
derived often DOES NOT typically figure into the final ensemble score,
but is just used as a yardstick to ascertain ranking/rating and incremental
improvement over a long season.
SO WHAT A JUDGE DOES Using those parameters above, the judge views the performance while
contemplating the level of achievement in both performance and show
design, places them into the right “box” (they “sometimes” land the
moments successfully, so the best could be a 70) relative to the other
groups performing within their category. The judge weighs the
responsibility of placing the competing marching bands in the right
ORDER (according to his/her caption criteria only), and then ensures
adequate spacing between scores to account for the differences
between the groups.

The role that show design plays

On the laundry list of things that instantly catapults a good band into
“great band” status, the quality and integration of the show design
perhaps plays the largest part in that success. Show designers aren’t
cheap, and the good ones can only handle so much capacity as there’re
likely to be monumentally busy.
A good show designer will also be completely aware of the adjudication
circuit(s) that the ensemble will be attending, and subsequently, the
adjudication tendencies:
- Some circuits reward difficulty even before completely executed
- Other circuits will not reward complexity without a degree of
achievement
Even more importantly, the show design process should not be one
where the director chooses a theme and some music, buys the music
from an arranger, sends those arrangements to the drill writer, guard
designer, percussion arranger with minimal guidance or input, and then
let waits for magic to happen.

The role that show design plays (cont.)
Successful programs invest in this process where groups of designers
collaborate from the beginning of the process. The drill writer needs to
be distinctly interested in where the musical moment reaches the fullest
impact (creating GE both musically and visually). The guard designer
also needs to be aligned with staging elements, and the thematic
material to determine what equipment, choreography, and movement
skills will be required. The arrangers both for the winds, battery and front
ensemble percussion need to have voicing in mind at key moments to
enable and inform the drill staging to make sure the performers can
reasonably play together (ensemble analysis - music). Lastly the
ensemble caption directors need to fully understand the movement and
musical demands that will be required so that their respective technique
programs can be built around those skills (double-tonguing, articulation
patterns, chordal structures, entire percussion battery on quads, etc).
The integration of design between drill, movement, music, and
percussion needs to be fully explored and considered. Show design is
also not necessarily about PROPS, although additional reinforcement,
staging elements, and other visual support can be vital to
communicating the themes and emotions throughout the program.
The worst possible outcome (or maybe just the most risky method) is to
let all of the design occur in silos, without any communication to allow
one element to inform another.

What to keep in mind
The competitive marching environment is a wonderful and beneficial
place for students to figure out life while meeting challenges and
overcoming obstacles as an individual and as an ensemble.
Marching activities are highly subjective, and as much as competition
circuits and educators have attempted to create a clear and precise
construct for judging, it's still a formed impression by a handful of
observers that determines WHO gets a trophy...

"Like most directors, we work throughout the season from day one, to stress
individual and ensemble improvement as a main measure of success as
compared to the opinions of judges, scores, and ratings. Students want to
achieve competitive success, and we don’t discourage that, but it comes
through the lens of consistent growth. As a result there have been times
where we have had success “winning things” and the kids get hyped and
deservedly so. At the same time they stay pretty balanced when the results
may not turn their way and don’t lose their desire to improve. This is by no
means revolutionary, but a mindset that has worked for our kids.."
David Schwartzer
Director of Bands
Hopewell Valley Central HS
Pennington, NJ

Competitive marching programs often require larger budgets than
district funding provides. FansRaise is the first-of-its-kind fundraising
platform built specifically for the marching and performing arts.
Join the hundreds of performing ensembles around the United States
that are using FansRaise to raise MORE money FASTER than ever
before.

